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(54) MAP CONSTRUCTION METHOD, APPARATUS, STORAGE MEDIUM AND ELECTRONIC 
DEVICE

(57) This application provides a positioning method
and apparatus, a storage medium and an electronic de-
vice. The method includes: determining a first spatial co-
ordinate of an image capturing apparatus when the im-
age capturing apparatus captures a depth image in a
target space and determining attitude information of the
image capturing apparatus when the image capturing ap-
paratus captures the depth image; performing region
segmentation on the depth image, to obtain at least one
sub-region; determining a positioning sub-region in the
at least one sub-region; determining a second spatial co-
ordinate of the positioning sub-region in the target space
based on distance information recorded in the depth im-
age, the first spatial coordinate, and the attitude informa-
tion; and constructing a map based on the second spatial
coordinate.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to positioning technol-
ogies, and in particular, to a map construction method
and apparatus, a storage medium, and an electronic de-
vice.

BACKGROUND

[0002] During map construction based on a vision
method, a feature map is constructed by using visual
feature points in an image as features. Such map con-
struction based on a vision method requires abundant
feature points in a scene, and the feature points need to
be stored in the map, resulting in excessive consumption
of storage space.

SUMMARY

[0003] In view of this, this application provides a map
construction method and apparatus, a storage medium,
and an electronic device, to improve accuracy of spatial
point positioning, thereby ensuring that a constructed
map can accurately record location information of a target
point in a space.
[0004] According to a first aspect of this application, a
map construction method is provided, including:

determining a first spatial coordinate of an image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing ap-
paratus captures a depth image in a target space
and determining attitude information of the image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing ap-
paratus captures the depth image;
performing region segmentation on the depth image,
to obtain at least one sub-region;
determining a positioning sub-region in the at least
one sub-region;
determining a second spatial coordinate of the posi-
tioning sub-region in the target space based on dis-
tance information recorded in the depth image, the
first spatial coordinate, and the attitude information;
and
constructing a map based on the second spatial co-
ordinate.

[0005] According to a second aspect of this application,
a map construction apparatus is provided, including:

a first determining module, configured to determine
a first spatial coordinate of an image capturing ap-
paratus when the image capturing apparatus cap-
tures a depth image in a target space and determine
attitude information of the image capturing appara-
tus when the image capturing apparatus captures
the depth image;

an image segmentation module, configured to per-
form region segmentation on the depth image, to ob-
tain at least one sub-region;
a second determining module, configured to deter-
mine a positioning sub-region in the at least one sub-
region obtained by the image segmentation module;
a third determining module, configured to determine,
based on distance information recorded in the depth
image, and the first spatial coordinate and the atti-
tude information determined by the first determining
module, a second spatial coordinate of the position-
ing sub-region in the target space determined by the
second determining module; and
a map construction module, configured to construct
a map based on the second spatial coordinate.

[0006] According to a third aspect of this application,
a storage medium is provided, storing a computer pro-
gram, the computer program causing a processor to per-
form the map construction method according to the fore-
going first aspect.
[0007] According to a fourth aspect of this application,
an electronic device is provided, including:

a processor; and a memory, configured to store proc-
essor-executable instructions, where

the processor is configured to perform the map con-
struction method according to the foregoing first as-
pect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1A is a schematic flowchart of a map construc-
tion method according to an exemplary embodiment
of this application.
FIG. 1B is a top view of an image capturing apparatus
in space in the embodiment shown in FIG. 1A.
FIG. 1C is a side view of the image capturing appa-
ratus in space in the embodiment shown in FIG. 1A.
FIG. 1D is a schematic diagram of the image in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 1A.
FIG. 1E is a schematic diagram after segmentation
is performed on the image in the embodiment shown
in FIG. 1A.
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a map construction
method according to another exemplary embodi-
ment of this application.
FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of a map construction
method according to still another exemplary embod-
iment of this application.
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a map construction
method according to yet another exemplary embod-
iment of this application.
FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a map
construction apparatus according to an exemplary
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embodiment of this application.
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a map
construction apparatus according to another exem-
plary embodiment of this application.
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of an elec-
tronic device according to an exemplary embodi-
ment of this application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0009] Exemplary embodiments are described in detail
herein, and examples of the exemplary embodiments are
shown in the accompanying drawings. When the follow-
ing descriptions relate to the accompanying drawings,
unless otherwise indicated, same numbers in different
accompanying drawings represent same or similar ele-
ments. The implementations described in the following
exemplary embodiments do not represent all implemen-
tations that are consistent with this application. On the
contrary, the implementations are merely examples of
apparatuses and methods that are described in detail in
the appended claims and that are consistent with some
aspects of this application.
[0010] The terms used in this application are for the
purpose of describing specific embodiments only and are
not intended to limit this application. The singular forms
of "a" and "the" used in this application and the appended
claims are intended to include the plural forms as well,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It should
further be understood that the term "and/or" used herein
indicates and includes any or all possible combinations
of one or more associated listed items.
[0011] It should be understood that although the terms,
such as "first", "second", and "third", may be used in this
application to describe various information, the informa-
tion should not be limited to the terms. The terms are
merely used to distinguish between information of the
same type. For example, without departing from the
scope of this application, the first information may alter-
natively be referred to as the second information, and
similarly, the second information may alternatively be re-
ferred to as the first information. According to the context,
the word "if" used herein may be interpreted as "during"
or "when" or "in response to determining".
[0012] This application is applicable to an electronic
device. The electronic device can be a device, such as
a robot, that can move in a specific space such as indoors
or outdoors. In a process in which a robot moves in a
specific space such as indoors or outdoors, a depth im-
age is captured by using an image capturing apparatus
on the robot, a target point in the space is positioned in
real time based on the depth image and attitude/pose
information of the image capturing apparatus when the
image capturing apparatus captures the depth image,
and a map is updated based on spatial coordinates ob-
tained through positioning. The electronic device may
alternatively be a computing device such as a personal
computer and a server. In a process in which a robot

moves in a specific space such as indoors or outdoors,
a depth image is captured by using an image capturing
apparatus on the robot, the depth image and attitude in-
formation of the image capturing apparatus when the im-
age capturing apparatus captures the depth image are
sent to a personal computer or a server, and the personal
computer or the server calculates a three-dimensional
spatial coordinate of a target point in the space based on
the depth image and the attitude information of the image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing appara-
tus captures the depth image, and constructs a map
based on the three-dimensional spatial coordinate.
[0013] This application is described below in detail.
[0014] FIG. 1A is a schematic flowchart of a map con-
struction method according to an exemplary embodiment
of this application. FIG. 1B is a top view of an image
capturing apparatus in space in the embodiment shown
in FIG. 1A. FIG. 1C is a side view of the image capturing
apparatus in space in the embodiment shown in FIG. 1A.
FIG. 1D is a schematic diagram of the image in the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 1A. FIG. 1E is a schematic dia-
gram after segmentation is performed on the image in
the embodiment shown in FIG. 1A. This embodiment is
applicable to an electronic device, for example, a robot
that needs to perform indoor positioning, a robot that de-
livers goods, or a server, and as shown in FIG. 1A, the
following steps are included:
[0015] Step 101: Determine a first spatial coordinate
of an image capturing apparatus when the image cap-
turing apparatus captures a depth image in a target space
and determine attitude information of the image capturing
apparatus when the image capturing apparatus captures
the depth image.
[0016] As shown in FIG. 1B and FIG. 1C, a target space
10 is, for example, a shopping mall or a sports field. An
indoor coordinate origin O (0, 0, 0) is at a corner of the
space. In a world coordinate system XYZ in the target
space 10, XY is a plane coordinate system in the target
space 10, and a Z axis is perpendicular to the ground
and is upward. A first spatial coordinate of an image cap-
turing apparatus 11 in the target space 10 is (X1, Y1, Z1),
where (X1, Y1) is a two-dimensional coordinate of the
image capturing apparatus 11 in the plane coordinate
system XY, and Z1 is a height h of the image capturing
apparatus 11 from the ground. In an embodiment, the
attitude information of the image capturing apparatus 11
when the image capturing apparatus captures the depth
image may include rotation angles of the image capturing
apparatus around three axes, where the rotation angle
around the X axis is co, the rotation angle around the Y
axis is δ, and the rotation angle around the Z axis is θ. In
an embodiment, in addition to RGB (red, green and blue)
color information, each pixel on the depth image further
includes distance information D.
[0017] In an embodiment, the first spatial coordinate
of the image capturing apparatus 11 during movement
may be obtained through a laser positioning or marker
positioning method.
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[0018] Step 102: Perform region segmentation on the
depth image, to obtain at least one sub-region.
[0019] In an embodiment, the depth image can be seg-
mented by an image segmentation method, for example,
a graph cut or grab cut algorithm, which is well known to
a person skilled in the art, and after the image segmen-
tation, an original image shown in FIG. 1D may be seg-
mented into an image after region segmentation shown
in FIG. IE, where a color block in which each gray level
is located represents a sub-region. Region segmentation
may be performed on the depth image based on gray
level distribution of the depth image.
[0020] Step 103: Determine a positioning sub-region
in the at least one sub-region.
[0021] For how to determine a positioning sub-region
in the at least one sub-region, refer to an embodiment
shown in FIG. 3 or FIG. 4 in the following. Details are not
described herein.
[0022] Step 104: Determine a second spatial coordi-
nate of the positioning sub-region in the target space
based on distance information recorded in the depth im-
age, the first spatial coordinate, and the attitude informa-
tion.
[0023] In an embodiment, the distance information re-
corded in the depth image may include a spatial distance
between a spatial point corresponding to each pixel on
the depth image and the image capturing apparatus,
where the pixel is the mapping of the spatial point corre-
sponding to the pixel on the image plane. After the posi-
tioning sub-region is determined, a coordinate of the pixel
in the positioning sub-region on the image plane can be
determined, and further, the spatial distance between the
spatial point corresponding to the pixel and the image
capturing apparatus is determined. For example, As
shown in FIG. 1C, if the pixel corresponds to a spatial
point 12 in the target space, and the coordinate of the
pixel on the image plane is (x1, y1), the depth image can
record a spatial distance D between the spatial point 12
and the image capturing apparatus. Based on the spatial
distance D, the first spatial coordinate (X1, Y1, Z1), and
the attitude information, a second spatial coordinate of
the spatial point 12 (X2, Y2, Z2) corresponding to the
pixel (x1, y1) in the positioning sub-region in the target
space can be determined. For details, refer to the de-
scription of an embodiment shown in FIG. 2 in the follow-
ing. The attitude information may include Euler angle in-
formation of the image capturing apparatus.
[0024] Step 105: Construct a map based on the second
spatial coordinate.
[0025] As the robot moves in the target space, a plu-
rality of depth images are captured, and second spatial
coordinates of multiple objects in the target space can
be obtained through step 101 to step 104, and further,
the map constructed through step 105 can more accu-
rately reflect location information of the object in the target
space.
[0026] In this embodiment, at least one sub-region is
obtained by segmenting the depth image, a positioning

sub-region is determined in the at least one sub-region,
and a map is constructed by using the second spatial
coordinate of the positioning sub-region in the target
space, so that the constructed map includes positioning
information in the positioning sub-region, thereby pre-
venting a useless feature point included in another sub-
region from interfering with the map. In this way, fewer
feature points are stored in the map. Because the map
is constructed by using only the positioning sub-region
in the entire image, a requirement for a quantity of feature
points in the target space is relatively low, thereby greatly
improving versatility in scenes. Because the second spa-
tial coordinate include three-dimensional information of
the positioning sub-region in the target space, the con-
structed map can further accurately record location in-
formation of the positioning sub-region in the target
space.
[0027] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a map con-
struction method according to another exemplary em-
bodiment of this application. This embodiment describes
how to determine a second spatial coordinate of the po-
sitioning sub-region in the target space based on the fore-
going embodiments shown in FIG. 1A, FIG. 1B, and FIG.
1C, and as shown in FIG. 2, the following steps are in-
cluded:
Step 201: Determine a first spatial coordinate of an image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing appara-
tus captures a depth image in a target space and deter-
mine attitude information of the image capturing appara-
tus when the image capturing apparatus captures the
depth image.
[0028] Step 202: Perform region segmentation on the
depth image, to obtain at least one sub-region.
[0029] Step 203: Determine a positioning sub-region
in the at least one sub-region.
[0030] For descriptions of step 201 to step 203, refer
to the description of the foregoing embodiment shown in
FIG. 1A. Details are not described herein again.
[0031] Step 204: Determine an image plane coordinate
of a pixel in the positioning sub-region.
[0032] In an embodiment, an image plane coordinate
(x1, y1) of the pixel in the positioning sub-region can be
determined, and the pixel (x1, y1) is the mapping of the
spatial point (X2, Y2, Z2) on an image plane. That is, on
the image plane, the pixel (x1, y1) represents the spatial
point (X2, Y2, Z2).
[0033] Step 205: Determine, according to the distance
information recorded in the depth image, a spatial dis-
tance between a spatial point corresponding to the image
plane coordinate and the first spatial coordinate.
[0034] In an embodiment, for the description of the dis-
tance information, reference may be made to the descrip-
tion of the foregoing embodiment shown in FIG. 1A. De-
tails are not described herein again. In an embodiment,
corresponding to the foregoing description of step 204,
a spatial distance D between the pixel (x1, y1) corre-
sponding to the spatial point (X2, Y2, Z2) and the image
capturing apparatus can be learned based on the dis-
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tance information recorded in the depth image. As shown
in FIG. 1B and FIG. 1C, the spatial distance between the
image capturing apparatus 11 and the spatial point 12 is
D.
[0035] Step 206: Determine, based on the spatial dis-
tance between the spatial point corresponding to the im-
age plane coordinate and the first spatial coordinate, a
third spatial coordinate of the spatial point corresponding
to the image plane coordinate in a camera coordinate
system.
[0036] In an embodiment, the third spatial coordinate
(X2’, Y2’, Z2’) of the pixel in the camera coordinate sys-
tem can be obtained by using a triangular transformation
method in geometric imaging In the camera coordinate
system, a direction of a line connecting the image cap-
turing apparatus 11 to the spatial point 12 is a Z’ axis in
the camera coordinate system, the X’Y’ plane is a vertical
plane facing the image capturing apparatus 11, and the
optical center of the image capturing apparatus 11 is a
coordinate origin of the camera coordinate system.
[0037] In an embodiment, assuming that image plane
coordinate of a pixel in the positioning sub-region is (x1,
y1), f representing a focal length of the image capturing
apparatus and Z2’ representing distance information of
a spatial point corresponding to the pixel are recorded in
the depth image. Based on the principle of small hole

imaging,    and  
[0038] Step 207: Convert the third spatial coordinate
in the camera coordinate system into the second spatial
coordinate in the target space based on the first spatial
coordinate and the attitude information.
[0039] In an embodiment, the third spatial coordinate
in the camera coordinate system are converted into the
second spatial coordinate in the target space through the
spatial transformation matrix, where elements of the spa-
tial transformation matrix include the attitude information
and the first spatial coordinate. In an embodiment, if the
attitude information of the image capturing apparatus in
the world coordinate system is (X1, Y1, Z1, a roll θ (roll),
a pitch co (pitch), and a yaw δ (yaw)), a corresponding
spatial transformation matrix that is obtained is H = (R,
T), where R is a rotation matrix obtained based on the
roll θ, the pitch co, and the yaw δ, and T is a displacement
vector obtained based on the first spatial coordinate. A
relationship between the third spatial coordinate (X2’,
Y2’, Z2’) of the spatial point in the camera coordinate
system and the second spatial coordinate (X2, Y2, Z2)
of the spatial point in the world coordinate system is (X2’,
Y2’, Z2’) = R ∗ (X2, Y2, Z2) + T.
[0040] Step 208: Construct a map based on the second
spatial coordinate.
[0041] For the description of step 208, refer to the de-
scription of the foregoing embodiment shown in FIG. 1A.
Details are not described herein again.
[0042] Based on the beneficial technical effects of the

embodiment shown in FIG. 1A, since the elements of the
spatial transformation matrix include attitude parameters
and the first spatial coordinate of the image capturing
apparatus, where the parameters all have high precision,
through this embodiment, it can be ensured that the sec-
ond spatial coordinate obtained based on the parameters
still have high accuracy, thereby ensuring high precision
and accuracy of the positioning sub-region in spatial po-
sitioning.
[0043] FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of a map con-
struction method according to still another exemplary em-
bodiment of this application. This embodiment describes
how to determine a positioning sub-region in the at least
one sub-region based on the foregoing embodiments
shown in FIG. 1A, FIG. 1B, and FIG. 1C, and as shown
in FIG. 3, the following steps are included:
Step 301: Determine a first spatial coordinate of an image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing appara-
tus captures a depth image in a target space and deter-
mine attitude information of the image capturing appara-
tus when the image capturing apparatus captures the
depth image.
[0044] Step 302: Perform region segmentation on the
depth image, to obtain at least one sub-region.
[0045] For descriptions of step 301 and step 302, refer
to the description of the foregoing embodiment shown in
FIG. 1A. Details are not described herein again.
[0046] Step 303: Recognize a sub-region including an
icon from the at least one sub-region, and determine the
sub-region including the icon as a positioning sub-region.
[0047] In an embodiment, the icon may be a label of a
store (for example, a trademark of a store), or be a sign.
The sign, for example, may be a toilet sign, a street sign,
a lobby sign of a hotel, a direction sign used in a parking
lot, a park sign, or the like. In an embodiment, the at least
one sub-region may be sequentially inputted into a
trained mathematical model, and at least one recognition
result may be obtained through the mathematical model,
where the mathematical model is configured to recognize
a sub-region including an icon. A positioning sub-region
is determined in the at least one sub-region based on the
at least one recognition result. Obtaining the positioning
sub-region through the trained mathematical model can
improve efficiency of recognizing the positioning sub-re-
gion. Massive icons as exemplified above may be col-
lected to train the mathematical model, and then, at least
one sub-region is inputted into the trained mathematical
model to obtain the positioning sub-region, for example,
an icon similar to "M" shown in FIG. IE. A sub-region
including the icon similar to "M" can be regarded as a
positioning sub-region.
[0048] In another embodiment, for a specific scene, for
example, a shopping mall or a hotel lobby, an icon in the
scene can be collected in advance to obtain image fea-
tures of the icon that is collected in advance, and the icon
that is collected in advance can be matched in each sub-
region. If the matching succeeds, it indicates that there
is an icon in the sub-region, and the sub-region can be
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determined as a positioning sub-region.
[0049] Step 304: Determine a second spatial coordi-
nate of the positioning sub-region in the target space
based on distance information recorded in the depth im-
age, the first spatial coordinate, and the attitude informa-
tion.
[0050] Step 305: Construct a map based on the second
spatial coordinate.
[0051] For descriptions of step 304 to step 305, refer
to the description of the foregoing embodiment shown in
FIG. 1A. Details are not described herein again.
[0052] Based on the beneficial technical effects of the
embodiment shown in FIG. 1A, in this embodiment, be-
cause an icon usually represents a specific practical
meaning, for example, represents a cake shop, a clothing
store, a restaurant, an indication of a direction, or the like,
recognizing the positioning sub-region including the icon
from the at least one sub-region makes the description
of a target space in a map richer.
[0053] FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a map con-
struction method according to yet another exemplary em-
bodiment of this application. This embodiment describes
how to determine a positioning sub-region in the at least
one sub-region based on the foregoing embodiments
shown in FIG. 1A, FIG. 1B, and FIG. 1C, and as shown
in FIG. 4, the following steps are included:
Step 401: Determine a first spatial coordinate of an image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing appara-
tus captures a depth image in a target space and deter-
mine attitude information of the image capturing appara-
tus when the image capturing apparatus captures the
depth image.
[0054] Step 402: Perform region segmentation on the
depth image, to obtain at least one sub-region.
[0055] For descriptions of step 401 and step 402, refer
to the description of the foregoing embodiment shown in
FIG. 1A. Details are not described herein again.
[0056] Step 403: Determine a feature vector of each
sub-region in the at least one sub-region.
[0057] In an embodiment, the feature vector may be
determined based on an image feature of each sub-re-
gion. The image feature is, for example, a gradient his-
togram, a color feature, or an edge feature. Therefore, a
gradient histogram, a color feature, an edge features,
and the like in each sub-region may be recognized, to
obtain a feature vector of the sub-region.
[0058] Step 404: Determine a positioning sub-region
based on the feature vector of each sub-region and a
stored feature vector.
[0059] In an embodiment, a quantity of stored feature
vectors can be determined based on a quantity of feature
vectors in a specific scene, for example, a feature vector
corresponding to the ground, a feature vector corre-
sponding to glass, and a feature vector corresponding to
a wall. The stored feature vectors can represent relatively
common objects in the scene. In an embodiment, for each
sub-region, a vector distance between the feature vector
of the sub-region and a stored feature vector may be

determined, to obtain at least one vector distance, where
a quantity of the at least one vector distance is the same
as a quantity of the stored feature vector. The sub-region
is determined as the positioning sub-region if the at least
one vector distance satisfies the preset condition. For
example, there are five stored feature vectors. For each
sub-region, vector distances between a feature vector of
the sub-region and the five feature vectors are calculated,
to obtain five vector distances. If the five vector distances
all satisfy the preset condition, it indicates that the sub-
region is not similar to the five feature vectors, and the
sub-region may be regarded as a unique region, for ex-
ample, a sub-region in which a door handle is located
shown on the right side in FIG. 1D and the right side in
FIG. IE. It should be noted that the unique region may
alternatively be a fire extinguisher, a pillar, an elevator,
or the like in the target space. The unique regions may
be regarded as regions having impact on positioning of
a robot. In an embodiment, the preset condition, for ex-
ample, may be that at least one vector distance is greater
than or equal to a preset threshold, indicating that the
distance between the feature vector of the sub-region
and the stored feature vector is relatively large, and the
object in the sub-region is not similar to a known object.
In this application, the preset threshold is not limited to
a specific value, and can be adjusted according to a spe-
cific scene.
[0060] Step 405: Determine a second spatial coordi-
nate of the positioning sub-region in the target space
based on distance information recorded in the depth im-
age, the first spatial coordinate, and the attitude informa-
tion.
[0061] Step 406: Construct a map based on the second
spatial coordinate.
[0062] For descriptions of step 405 and step 406, refer
to the description of the foregoing embodiment shown in
FIG. 1A. Details are not described herein again.
[0063] In addition to the beneficial technical effects of
the embodiment shown in FIG. 1A, in this embodiment,
because a feature vector of each sub-region usually rep-
resents a specific feature, for example, a color or an edge,
determining a positioning sub-region based on a feature
vector of each sub-region and a stored feature vector
may enable the positioning sub-region to have a unique
practical meaning, thereby enriching the description of a
scene in a map.
[0064] It should be noted that the embodiment shown
in FIG. 3 and the embodiment shown in FIG. 4 may be
combined with each other. In an embodiment, the posi-
tioning sub-region includes an icon, and at least one vec-
tor distance of the positioning sub-region also satisfies
the preset condition.
[0065] In the foregoing embodiment of constructing a
map based on an icon and a unique object, the construct-
ed map may be enabled to have both an icon and a unique
object, thereby making descriptions in the map richer and
more suitable for human cognitive habits. For a target
space having only an icon or a unique object, a high-
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precision map can still be constructed, thereby greatly
improving versatility in a scene. In addition, by compar-
ison with a map constructed based on a vision method,
the storage space is greatly freed up.
[0066] Further, based on the embodiment shown in
any one of FIG. 1A to FIG. 4, the constructing a map
based on the second spatial coordinate may include:

determining image description information of the po-
sitioning sub-region; and
adding the image description information to a loca-
tion corresponding into the second spatial coordi-
nate in the map.

[0067] In an embodiment, image description informa-
tion may represent a physical meaning of a target object
included in the positioning sub-region. For example, if
the target object included in the positioning sub-region
is a door handle, "door handle" may be regarded as im-
age description information of the positioning sub-region,
and "door handle" may be added to a location corre-
sponding to the second spatial coordinate in the map, so
that the physical meaning corresponding to the second
spatial coordinate can be obtained.
[0068] Adding the image description information into
the location corresponding to the second spatial coordi-
nate in the map can enable the map to record a physical
meaning corresponding to an object in the target space,
so that the description of the target space in the map is
richer.
[0069] Corresponding to the foregoing embodiment of
the map construction method, this application further pro-
vides an embodiment of a map construction apparatus.
[0070] FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a
map construction apparatus according to an exemplary
embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 5, the
map construction apparatus includes:

a first determining module 51, configured to deter-
mine a first spatial coordinate of an image capturing
apparatus when the image capturing apparatus cap-
tures a depth image in a target space and determine
attitude information of the image capturing appara-
tus when the image capturing apparatus captures
the depth image;
an image segmentation module 52, configured to
perform region segmentation on the depth image, to
obtain at least one sub-region;
a second determining module 53, configured to de-
termine a positioning sub-region in the at least one
sub-region obtained by the image segmentation
module 52;
a third determining module 54, configured to deter-
mine, based on distance information recorded in the
depth image, and the first spatial coordinate and the
attitude information determined by the first determin-
ing module 51, a second spatial coordinate of the
positioning sub-region in the target space deter-

mined by the second determining module 53; and
a map construction module 55, configured to con-
struct a map based on the second spatial coordinate
determined by the third determining module 54.

[0071] The image segmentation module 52 performs
segmentation to obtain at least one sub-region, the sec-
ond determining module 53 obtains the positioning sub-
region from the at least one sub-region, and the third
determining module 54 performs spatial positioning on
the positioning sub-region in the target space by using
information about a distance between a spatial point and
the image capturing apparatus recorded in the depth im-
age, the first spatial coordinate of the image capturing
apparatus in the target space, and the attitude informa-
tion of the image capturing apparatus, to avoid losing
positioning information of the spatial point in a height di-
rection, thereby improving accuracy of spatial point po-
sitioning. Because the second spatial coordinate include
three-dimensional information of the positioning sub-re-
gion in the target space, the map constructed by the map
construction module 55 can accurately record location
information of the spatial point in the target space.
[0072] FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a
positioning apparatus according to another exemplary
embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 6,
based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, the third de-
termining module 54 may include:

a first determining unit 541, configured to determine
an image plane coordinate of a pixel in the position-
ing sub-region;
a second determining unit 542, configured to deter-
mine, according to the distance information recorded
in the depth image, a spatial distance between a spa-
tial point corresponding to the image plane coordi-
nate and the first spatial coordinate;
a third determining unit 543, configured to determine,
based on the spatial distance, a third spatial coordi-
nate of the spatial point corresponding to the image
plane coordinate in a camera coordinate system in
which the image capturing apparatus is located; and
a coordinate conversion unit 544, configured to con-
vert the third spatial coordinate in the camera coor-
dinate system into the second spatial coordinate in
the target space based on the first spatial coordinate
and the attitude information. In an embodiment, the
coordinate conversion unit 544 is configured to con-
vert the third spatial coordinate into the second spa-
tial coordinate in the target space through the spatial
transformation matrix, where elements of the spatial
transformation matrix include the attitude informa-
tion and the first spatial coordinate.

[0073] Since the elements of the spatial transformation
matrix used by the coordinate conversion unit 544 include
attitude parameters and the first spatial coordinate of the
image capturing apparatus, where the parameters all
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have high precision, it can be ensured that the second
spatial coordinate obtained by the coordinate conversion
unit 544 based on the parameters still have high accu-
racy, thereby ensuring high precision and accuracy of
the first sub-region in spatial positioning.
[0074] In an embodiment, the apparatus further in-
cludes:

a fourth determining module 56, configured to deter-
mine image description information of the positioning
sub-region; and
an addition module 57, configured to add the image
description information to a location corresponding
to the second spatial coordinate in the map.

[0075] Adding, through the addition module 57, the im-
age description information to the location corresponding
to the second spatial coordinate in the map can enable
the map to record a physical meaning corresponding to
an object in the target space, so that the description of
the target space in the map is richer.
[0076] In an embodiment, the positioning sub-region
includes a sub-region including an icon in the at least one
sub-region, and the image segmentation module 52 may
include:
a recognition unit 521, configured to input the at least
one sub-region separately into a trained mathematical
model, and at least one recognition result may be ob-
tained through the mathematical model, where the math-
ematical model is configured to recognize a sub-region
including an icon; and determine the positioning sub-re-
gion based on the at least one recognition result.
[0077] Because an icon usually represents a specific
practical meaning, for example, represents a cake shop,
a clothing store, a restaurant, an indication of a direction,
or the like, determining, by the recognition unit 521 by
recognizing a sub-region including an icon from the at
least one sub-region, the sub-region including the icon
as a positioning sub-region can enable the positioning
sub-region to have a specific practical meaning, and
make the description of a scene in a map richer.
[0078] In an embodiment, the positioning sub-region
includes a sub-region satisfying a preset condition in the
at least one sub-region, and the image segmentation
module 52 may include:

a fourth determining unit 522, configured to deter-
mine a feature vector of each sub-region in the at
least one sub-region; and
a fifth determining unit 523, configured to determine
a second positioning sub-region based on the fea-
ture vector of each sub-region and a stored feature
vector.

[0079] In an embodiment, the fifth determining unit 523
is configured to:
for each sub-region, determine a vector distance be-
tween a feature vector of each sub-region and a stored

feature vector, to obtain at least one vector distance,
where a quantity of the at least one vector distance is the
same as a quantity of the stored feature vector; and de-
termine the sub-region as the positioning sub-region if
the at least one vector distance satisfies the preset con-
dition.
[0080] Because a feature vector of each sub-region
usually represents a specific feature, for example, a color
or an edge, determining, by the fifth determining unit 523
based on a feature vector of each sub-region and a stored
feature vector, a positioning sub-region used for spatial
positioning may enable the positioning sub-region to
have a unique practical meaning, thereby enriching the
description of a scene in a map.
[0081] The embodiment of the map construction ap-
paratus in this application is applicable to an electronic
device. The apparatus embodiments may be implement-
ed by using software, or hardware or in a manner of a
combination of software and hardware. Using a software
implementation as an example, as a logical apparatus,
the apparatus is formed by reading corresponding com-
puter program instructions from a non-volatile storage
medium into an internal memory by a processor of an
electronic device where the apparatus is located, to im-
plement any embodiment of FIG. 1A to FIG. 4. On a hard-
ware level, as shown in FIG. 7, which is a hardware struc-
tural diagram of an electronic device in which a map con-
struction apparatus according to this application is locat-
ed, in addition to a processor, a memory, a network in-
terface, and a non-transitory storage shown in FIG. 7,
the electronic device in which the apparatus is located in
the embodiment may usually further include other hard-
ware according to actual functions of the electronic de-
vice. Details will not be repeated herein.
[0082] For details of implementation processes of cor-
responding steps in the foregoing method, reference may
be made to the foregoing implementation processes of
the functions and effects of the units in the apparatus,
and details are not described herein again.
[0083] After considering the specification and carrying
out the invention disclosed herein, a person skilled in the
art would easily conceive of other implementations of this
application. This application is intended to cover any var-
iants, use, or adaptive changes of this application follow-
ing the general principles of this application, and includes
the common general knowledge and common technical
means in the art that are undisclosed in this application.
The specification and the embodiments are considered
to be merely exemplary, and the actual scope and spirit
of this application are pointed out in the following claims.
[0084] It should also be noted that the terms "include",
"comprise", and any other variants mean to cover the
non-exclusive inclusion. Therefore, the process, method,
article, or device that includes a series of elements not
only includes the elements, but also includes other ele-
ments not clearly listed, or include the elements inherent
to the process, method, article or device. Without further
limitation, the element defined by a phrase "include a..."
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does not exclude other same elements in the process,
method, article, or device that includes the element.

Claims

1. A map construction method, comprising:

determining a first spatial coordinate of an image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing
apparatus captures a depth image in a target
space;
determining attitude information of the image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing
apparatus captures the depth image;
performing region segmentation on the depth
image, to obtain at least one sub-region;
determining a positioning sub-region in the at
least one sub-region;
determining a second spatial coordinate of the
positioning sub-region in the target space based
on distance information recorded in the depth
image, the first spatial coordinate, and the atti-
tude information; and
constructing a map based on the second spatial
coordinate.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein determin-
ing the second spatial coordinate based on the dis-
tance information, the first spatial coordinate, and
the attitude information comprises:

determining an image plane coordinate of a pixel
in the positioning sub-region;
determining, according to the distance informa-
tion, a spatial distance between a spatial point
corresponding to the image plane coordinate
and the first spatial coordinate;
determining, based on the spatial distance, a
third spatial coordinate of the spatial point cor-
responding to the image plane coordinate in a
camera coordinate system in which the image
capturing apparatus is located; and
converting the third spatial coordinate in the
camera coordinate system into the second spa-
tial coordinate in the target space based on the
first spatial coordinate and the attitude informa-
tion.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the con-
structing a map based on the second spatial coordi-
nate comprises:

determining image description information of the
positioning sub-region; and
adding the image description information into a
location corresponding to the second spatial co-
ordinate in the map.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the posi-
tioning sub-region comprises a sub-region compris-
ing an icon in the at least one sub-region.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein determin-
ing the positioning sub-region in the at least one sub-
region comprises:

inputting the at least one sub-region to a trained
mathematical model, wherein the mathematical
model is configured to recognize the sub-region
comprising an icon;
obtaining at least one recognition result by using
the mathematical model; and
determining the positioning sub-region based on
the at least one recognition result.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the posi-
tioning sub-region comprises a sub-region satisfying
a preset condition in the at least one sub-region.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein determin-
ing the positioning sub-region in the at least one sub-
region comprises:
for each sub-region in the at least one sub-region,

determining a feature vector of the sub-region;
determining a vector distance between the fea-
ture vector of the sub-region and a stored feature
vector, to obtain at least one vector distance,
wherein a quantity of the at least one vector dis-
tance is the same as a quantity of the stored
feature vector; and
determining the sub-region as the positioning
sub-region in response to determining the at
least one vector distance satisfies the preset
condition.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein perform-
ing region segmentation on the depth image com-
prises:
performing region segmentation on the depth image
based on gray level distribution of the depth image.

9. A map construction apparatus, comprising:

a first determining module, configured to deter-
mine a first spatial coordinate of an image cap-
turing apparatus when the image capturing ap-
paratus captures a depth image in a target space
and determine attitude information of the image
capturing apparatus when the image capturing
apparatus captures the depth image;
an image segmentation module, configured to
perform region segmentation on the depth im-
age, to obtain at least one sub-region;
a second determining module, configured to de-
termine a positioning sub-region in the at least
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one sub-region obtained by the image segmen-
tation module;
a third determining module, configured to deter-
mine a second spatial coordinate of the position-
ing sub-region in the target space determined
by the second determining module based on dis-
tance information recorded in the depth image,
and the first spatial coordinate and the attitude
information determined by the first determining
module; and
a map construction module, configured to con-
struct a map based on the second spatial coor-
dinate.

10. A storage medium, storing a computer program, the
computer program causing a processor to perform
the map construction method according to any one
of claims 1 to 8.

11. An electronic device, comprising:

a processor; and
a memory, configured to store processor-exe-
cutable instructions, wherein
the processor is configured to perform the map
construction method according to any one of
claims 1 to 8.
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